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EU ESG Ucits AUM set to cross $9.8tn by 2027... [more]Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Investment flows towards EU ESG UCITS funds surged last year. Article 8 and Article 9 funds reached EUR 6.2tn at end-2023, an increase of EUR 1tn year-on-year, and assets under management (AUM) are now projected to reach over EUR 9tn ($9.8tn) by 2027, revealed a study.
Q2 2024 hedge fund strategy outlook: Opportunities persist across hedge funds after a strong start to 2024... [more]Man Group have upgraded its outlook for Structured Credit, Merger Arbitrage and for Equity Long/Short (both Long Biased and Market Neutral). "We broadly believe that the higher rate environment of the last few years has led to a varied landscape across many financial assets, with greater opportuniti
Asia's booming hedge funds and their next frontier: the Middle East... [more]From Business Insider: To Danny Yong, the Middle East is still Asia.The cofounder of $2.3 billion Dymon Asia, a multi-strategy fund with eight offices in different Asian markets including Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore, said his firm's planned ninth office in Dubai is still a part of the firm's reg
Hedge funds find it's hit first or get hurt in distressed fights... [more]From Bloomberg: First it was "drop downs." Then came "priming." Now, hedge fund titans have a new weapon of choice in the distressed debt battleground. 
Sometimes referred to as "non-pro rata uptiering," companies facing financial trouble including Rackspace Technology Inc. and Apex Tool Group a
With a handful of stocks, hedge fund Sosin takes investors for a bumpy ride... [more]From Institutional Investor: Sosin Capital is on another roll. It is once again a top performer.
The heavily concentrated hedge fund posted better than a 13 percent gain in March. As a result, it was up 30.49 percent in the first quarter, according to a hedge fund database, making it one of the 
New Launches: Eurazeo launches private markets fund for European wealth managers, Artemis to launch Sicav version of UK Select fund, WisdomTree launches transition metals and rare earths miners ETF, Adams Street Partners raises $1bn for first middle market CLO... [more]Eurazeo launches private markets fund for European wealth managers 
From City Wire: Eurazeo has leaned on Moonfare technology to make one of its private markets funds available to wealth managers across Europe.
The Eurazeo Private Value Europe 3 fund, which invests 60% in private debt
Millennium shuts Jason Feasey's credit trades after Altice bets sour... [more]From Bloomberg: Millennium Management is liquidating wagers made by credit trading specialist Jason Feasey after his bets on telecom network Altice caused losses at the hedge fund firm. 
Feasey had built bets on Altice's vast debt complex, according to people familiar with the matter. The positi
Institutions, family offices poised to place more bets on private credit... [more]From Asian Investor: More asset owners are leaning towards private credit rather than private equity -- a trend seen likely to continue given the interest-rate and macroeconomic backdrop.
Private credit outperformed buyout funds by 4.5 times in 2023, according to one estimate and there expectati
Emerging managers dominate fund count in impact... [more]From Pitch Book: Impact investing is one segment of the private markets where emerging managers account for a larger portion of total fund closes than established managers. 
Over the past five years, more than 55% of impact funds were closed by fund managers raising their first, second or third 
Institutional Investors: Swiss plan liquidates Asia equity mandate as it cuts asset management costs, Asian insurers plan to add duration, credit risk, Cash looks attractive to Australian pension fund... [more]Swiss plan liquidates Asia equity mandate as it cuts asset management costs
From IPE: The CPV/CAP Pensionskasse, the CHF11.88bn (€12bn) pension fund for the Swiss retail and wholesale company Coop-Gruppe, has wound up an Asia equities mandate as it realigned portfolios to cut asset m
Investing: Kirkoswald CIO to young investors: 'trade smaller and let trends run longer', Big investors buy European bonds over US Treasuries as economies diverge... [more]Kirkoswald CIO to young investors: 'trade smaller and let trends run longer' 
From PIonline.com: Hedge fund manager Greg Coffey has some advice for younger traders: "trade smaller and let trends run longer." 
Coffey, founder and CIO of Kirkoswald Asset Management, spoke at the Sohn In
SPACs: Investment platform Linqto to go public via $700m SPAC deal, Branson's $520m Virgin Money exit exposes SPAC scars, Nikola investors' SPAC fraud suit moves ahead... [more]Investment platform Linqto to go public via $700m SPAC deal
From Reuters: Investment platform Linqto has agreed to go public through a merger with special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) Blockchain Coinvestors Acquisition in a deal valued at $700 million, the companies said on Tuesday.
People: Quilvest chooses chair of the board, Caltech CIO Scott Richland steps down, LGIM appoints deputy head of European institutional... [more]Quilvest chooses chair of the board 
From PIonline.com: Christophe Evain was appointed chair of the board at France-headquartered firm Quilvest Capital Partners, a move by the middle- and lower-mid-market specialist to strengthen its governance and institutional framework. The position wa
Crypto: Bitcoin options investors are starting to hedge against potential price pullback, Bitcoin miners may 'fear' the halving, but they cherish it too, The next MicroStrategy? Japanese public company is buying Bitcoin, Fintech funding falls to lowest levels since 2017 as crypto surges... [more]Bitcoin options investors are starting to hedge against potential price pullback
From Coin Desk: Bitcoin's options market data shows investors are beginning to position for a temporary retreat from the cryptocurrency's steep bull run. 
The one-month implied volatility, which is influe
M&A: Blue Owl Capital to acquire real estate lender Prima Capital Advisors... [more]Blue Owl Capital, an alternative asset manager, announced today the creation of Blue Owl's Real Estate Finance strategy with the acquisition of Prima Capital Advisors for the aggregate consideration of $170 million. 
Prima manages approximately $10 billion in assets on behalf of institutional in
Commodity: Commodities rally reflects a better economy, but also poses inflation risks, Top oil traders are getting more bullish by the day... [more]Commodities rally reflects a better economy, but also poses inflation risks
From WSJ: A surge in prices for the raw materials that power manufacturing and transportation shows investors betting on a prolonged expansion-and a potential rebound in inflation.  
An index of global commodi
Tech: Elon Musk predicts AI will be smarter than the smartest human next year, IMF warns of cyber risks to financial sector... [more]Elon Musk predicts AI will be smarter than the smartest human next year 
From NDTV: Tesla Chief Executive Elon Musk on Monday said artificial intelligence that was smarter than the smartest human probably would be developed next year, or possibly the next.
In a wide ranging interview 
Asia: Hong Kong considers changing tax rules to lure private credit business... [more]From Bloomberg: Hong Kong's government is considering new tax rules that would give more favorable treatment to popular alternative investments including private credit and infrastructure, according to people familiar with the matter.
The proposals, set to be included in a consultation paper, wo
PE/VC: Global venture funding drops 30% as China helps drag market down, Private-equity fundraising shows signs of small rebound in the first quarter, Blackstone plans to borrow $1bn against its own investments to free up cash... [more]Global venture funding drops 30% as China helps drag market down
From Bloomberg: Global venture capital funding declined 30% in the first quarter, continuing its slump as investors remain cautious amid sputtering economies and a sluggish market for stock-market debuts. 
China's 40% de
Study: Financial advisers expect surge in discretionary managed investment services... [more]From Funds Europe: Financial advisers across the UK are gearing up for substantial growth in the discretionary managed investment service sector, according to a study.
The research by wealth manager Investec Wealth & Investment (UK) has indicated that over 90% of financial advisers currently rel
Family Offices: Family offices make up over one-third of Australian private market investors, Thanks to family offices, SMA startup ethic doubled its assets in a year... [more]Family offices make up over one-third of Australian private market investors
From Asian Investor: Asia Pacific family offices are now a significant player in Australia's private capital market, which has experienced a meteoric rise in recent years.
Asia Pacific family offices have bec
ESG: ESG a factor in investing, manager hiring for 90% of European institutions, West Virginia bars Northern Trust, Citi from banking contracts over oil, Asset managers that excelled in ESG in Asia, explained, UK launches climate transition plan guidance for asset owners... [more]ESG a factor in investing, manager hiring for 90% of European institutions 
Institutional investors in Europe are transforming their investment processes and portfolios by further integrating sustainability, expanding allocations to private markets and exploring artificial intelligence (AI
Legal: House lawmakers flag misinformation's impact on short selling to SEC, Former Ethereum adviser files $9.6bn lawsuit against US gov't... [more]House lawmakers flag misinformation's impact on short selling to SEC
From PIonline.com: Two House lawmakers asked SEC Chair Gary Gensler on April 9 for more information on how the Securities and Exchange Commission is monitoring the impact of investment-related misinformation on short-sel
Activists: Third Point U-turns on activist investors in bid to fix discount, New York activist investor raises stake in Newry-based FD Technologies... [more]Third Point U-turns on activist investors in bid to fix discount
From City AM: Hedge fund Third Point has appointed a duo of activist investors to its board in a bid to close the trust's wide gap between its net asset value and share price, despite previously strongly opposing them. 

News Briefs: AI fever is triggering a new hunt for tech talent on Wall Street, Private equity jobs versus hedge fund jobs: Same work, less money... [more]AI fever is triggering a new hunt for tech talent on Wall Street
From Business Insider: Wall Street firms are switching into hiring gear.Banks, hedge funds, and private equity firms are back on the hunt for tech talent, several recruiters told Business Insider. Part of the uptick in activ
And, finally:   Fugitives have feelings, too!... [more]From The Independent: Hey, fugitives have feelings, too! After the Avon and Somerset Police posted a wanted notice on Facebook on April 1 describing Daniel Kellaway, a wanted fugitive, as "white, about 5 ft. 9 in., of average build, with brown eyes, receding hairline ...," Kellaway (or someone claim
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Equity market neutral, L/S and quant strategies find most investor interest
Matthias Knab, Opalesque for New Managers: The hedge fund industry is dynamic, comprising numerous strategies that attract varying degrees of interest over time. Various factors, such as capital marke...» Full Story
Opalesque Roundup: Fundamental equities long/short hedge funds up 6.28% in Q1: hedge fund news
In the week ending April 05th 2024, a Goldman Sachs' prime brokerage report that tracks hedge funds globally revealed that hedge funds capped the first quarter with gains across different strategi...» Full Story
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 A tale of two regulators: The SEC and FCA address AI regulation for private funds
[image: ]By global law firm Proskauer Rose LLP.   


2023's excitement for generative artificial intelligence (AI) prompted the SEC to respond on multiple fronts - stump speeches, rulemaking, new exam priorities and sweeps and previewing potential enforcement actions. SEC Chair Gary Gensler raised concer.. » Full Story
 Will the tech boom feed the commodity cycle?
[image: ]Reprinted with the permission of the author, Tim Pickering, founder and CIO of Canada-based quantitative investment manager Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd.

Like many things within financial markets, the link between commodities and the overall economy and global stock markets is a bit of a mystery. 
.. » Full Story
	All news from the past 24hrs » 
	One month free trial subscription »
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Auspice and CI GAM expand partnership with launch of new systematic fund 
Opalesque Industry Update - Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd. has launched the CI Auspice Alternative Diversified Corporate Class, a systematic, trend-following, multi-strategy Fund that seeks to provide...
» Full Story
EU ESG Ucits AUM set to cross $9.8tn by 2027 
Laxman Pai, Opalesque Asia: Investment flows towards EU ESG UCITS funds surged last year. Article 8 and Article 9 funds reached EUR 6.2tn at end-2023, an increase of EUR 1tn year-on-year, and assets u...
» Full Story
Alternative fund managers are losing investment mandates due to compliance issues 
Opalesque Industry Update - New research from Ocorian and Newgate Compliance, market players in regulation and compliance
services for funds, corporates, capital markets and private clients shows alte...
» Full Story
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	 New Managers


 Editorial
Dear Opalesque Reader,

Welcome to the March issue of New Managers! 


In Bulletin, we have an update on the family office environment in Singapore which continues to expand.

In Profiles, we cover th...» Full Story
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	 Get updates by RSS »




	 





				

				
						
			
			
			
			
			
Latest Video

[image: Opalesque TV] 
[image: david-nazar-Ironshield-capital]Featuring: Ironshield Capital and David Nazar: How to build one of the longest, most successful track records in credit

Founded in 2007, London-based Ironshield Capital Management has one of the longest and most successful track records in credit investing, delivering equity-like returns whilst limiting drawdowns. The team is one of the most experi...» Watch the video 
	 More Videos  » 
	Subscribe to Video Feed »
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 New A&D fund to target needs for military innovation
[image: ]B. G., Opalesque Geneva for New Managers: 
The global military apparatus is transforming before our very eyes by using technology trends including artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, and the Internet of Things (IoT). For example, US-based start-up Hermeus is building a hypersonic jet that can tr.. » Full Story
	All stories » 
	One month free trial subscription »
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[image: Round Table - The Bahamas]
Securities Commission puts Bahamas at the forefront of global digital asset regulation
On July 10th, 1973, The Bahamas achieved a historic milestone by transitioning from a 300-year-long colony to an Independent Nation. As the country commemorates its 50th anniversary of independence, this Roundtable conversation starts with an examination of the factors that have elevated it to the forefront as an international financial center.
"Already back in 1936, The Bahamas was at the forefront of private wealth management, although we didn't use that exact term," says ...
» Download Current Issue (The Bahamas)
	Round Table Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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The Fraud Issue

Criminals continue to fleece high net-worth individuals and family offices through sophisticated scams that involve elaborate presentations, fake companies and websites, and fraudulent documents that appear credible.

We've documented three cases that describe the highly sophisticated, complex structures and cunningly designed processes which ultimately lead to straightforward investment fraud. This has
» Download Current Issue 
	Horizons Archives » 
	Subscribe for Free »
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Opalesque has been publishing Technical Research (chart analysis) since April 2006. Opalesque Technical Research offers technical chart analysis with a global perspective on all major markets, including Equity Indices, Fixed Income, Currencies, and Commodities.

Opalesque Technical Research is unique compared to most available research which is fundamental in nature, and not technically (chart) oriented. In addition, most current available research is mainly equity based, and not global in nature. 


» Current Issue

	To view this chart and receive our Technical Research as PDF please subscribe here
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  »This week  »   This month »  Next month »All Events
	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds – Summer, New York
 »  Mon, 17 Jun 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...

	Catalyst Cap Intro: Alternative Investing Funds - Fall, New York
 »  Mon, 16 Sep 2024The Catalyst Cap Intro ‘Alternative Investing Funds’ is a cross-strategies alt assets event...



	Display All Events » 
	Add your event here »
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